


Open space for people from the  world of music.

Strategic project directed to  the music  sector of  the Basque Country.

Eminently cultural project.

Plural, collaborative and transversal.

Legitimate interlocutor among the music sector, the Basque Government 
and other Public Institutions

BASQUE MUSIC OFFICE



Musicians
  
Composers 
 
Interpreters 
 
Managers

Recording companies

Booking agencies

Private music venues

Musika Bulegoa gathers and 
represents the vast majority 

of professionals of the 
Basque music sector.

WHO ARE ITS MEMBERS?



To showcase the music created and produced in the Basque Country.

To enhance the social presence of music.

To become the benchmark organisation in the Basque music �eld.  

To coordinate and o�er di�erent services to all musical agents.

MISSION



To support and promote the music created and produced in the Basque  
Country.

To increase the quality and professionalism of all the di�erent stakeholders 
in the value chain of Basque Music.

To support music in Basque Language.

To support musical research, audience education and sensitivity towards 
music.

To generate new audiences and boost music consumption in the Basque 
Country.

OBJECTIVES



Visibility

Recognition

Interlocution

Collaboration

Transversality

Cohesion

 

Defense of di�erent music sensitivities

Value enhancement of music

WHAT ARE WE WORKING FOR?



WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES AND EDUCATIONAL CONCERTS
Support, sponsorship and organization of more than 30 activities, per year, 
regarding lifelong learning, promotion and education. 

Conferences about women’s presence in the music industry

Activities for children

Workshops about Intellectual Property

Master Classes

ANNUAL PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES



“MUSIKA BULEGOA” ANNUAL MUSIC AWARDS
Main objectives and characteristics:

Enhance the value of music

Representative of all music styles  

Plural and cohesive

No categories

6 music awards

1 award regarding dissemination or education

ANNUAL PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES



BASQUE MUSIC 
BASQUE MUSIC is a brand created in collaboration with the Etxepare Basque 
Institute and the Culture Department of the Basque Government in order to 
spread and showcase Basque music througout the world.

Activities:

Attendance to many international music conferences and festivals

Collaboration with international agents: LIVE DMA and Creative Europe
Plural and cohesive

Showcases and speedmeetings for Basque musicians and agents.
 

ANNUAL PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES



thanks


